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ANAHITA
Since we last spoke, I bravely ventured into the wilderness. The
wilderness of crime, of suspects...of murderers. I tracked down the
elusive Tony -

My boyfriend!

-Nevermind!

PERENNIAL
Too soon! We’re not into labels yet!
ANAHITA
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He was hopping a greyhound, obviously trying to get out of town -

He had a work trip!

PERENNIAL
I told you that!

ANAHITA
I pulled him aside and doused my waterskin upon him. “Why do you wet
me?” He asked, his accent thick and vague.
He was... utterly charming. Delighted to look upon my face, he alit.
Perennial had told him of our friendship. Of my inspiration to his
life. He treated me to a croissant at a nearby Au Bo Pan and we
chatted into the night.
P-Dawg. You have outdone yourself. I’m so happy for you.
PERENNIAL
He gives me tickles in between me down there!
ANAHITA
And between me UP HERE! In my mind! He is positively stimulating!
didn’t me of his seawork with the Hymalian snow shark -

You

PERENNIAL
I don’t like to brag! I’m not a braggart!
ANAHITA
Well I am and I WILL.
Audience. This man. Is a god amongst us. He reminded me so of a
young Tilda Swintz. With the clarity of an older Tilda Swintz.
Perennial when I tell you that if I do not officiate this wedding, I
will not murder someone, then I am as big a liar as whoever murdered
Kelly IS a murderer.
PERENNIAL
Thank you?
ANAHITA
You. Are. WELCOME.
PERENNIAL
What do we usually do on Wednesdays? Maybe a nook ANAHITA
The MURDER!
PERENNIAL
And she’s back.
ANAHITA
That’s right! The murder of Kelly The Intern!
A breakthrough in the FN Myseter: Who Killed Kelly: An FN Mystery.
Reports have surfaced that Kelly’s murderer has been using Kelly’s
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faced book - or should I say de-faced book - to post as if this
murderer were IN FACT Kelly! This sick bastard son of a bitch is
inviting HER FRIENDS to a BIRTHDAY PARTY! No doubt to put the body on
display in a sick perverted ritual! Every serial killer has a
signature and this signature is that.
PERENNIAL
I didn’t get an invite...
ANAHITA
Neither. Did. I.
It’s obvious the murderer is a long-time listener of the program and
knows I’m on his or her or their murderous tail!
Hey Murderer.
I’m watching.
I’m listening.
I’m dream boarding.
PERENNIAL
And water boarding! She’s a war criminal!

ANAHITA
Murderer, I will hunt you down and string your beans.
will be your last murder. And Kelly’s skeleton -

This murder

PERENNIAL
Kelly’s Skelly!
ANAHITA
Will no longer be your twisted plaything.
This: is FNU.
PERENNIAL
I had headlines to read...
ANAHITA
Very well, you blushing love bird. Lay it on the
listeners...including that murderer.
PERENNIAL
O-KAY!
HEADLINE:
Grain farmers in Iowa are protesting new legislation requiring regular
socialization amongst one another. This new initiative, dubbed the
“Wheat and Greet Initiative” is proving upsetting for the more
isolated and socially anxious but the federal government is assuring
the public that this measure is to promote a healthy, fun-filled
agriCULTURE.
How was that?
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ANAHITA
That sick fuck is playing with Kelly’s corpse right now PERENNIAl
Oh, I don’t think you can say that on the radio Anahita - ya know,
“corpse”.
ANAHITA
This: is FNU.
PERENNIAL
Ok - Anahita, we still have to do the sign-off. FNU is brought to you
by vigilante radio detectives and Spoke Media. If you wanna stay up
in the loop with all these thinly-threaded shenanigans - follow us on
Spotify, Apple Podcast, Castbox, or wherever you get your podcasts we’ve also got twitter pages that Kelly set up - RIP - @I_Perrenial
and @AnahitaArdashir. And listen, murderer, if you’re listening, make
this stop - I wanna review Cool Runnings again! You know, normal FNU
features! Give us 5 stars if you’re nasty and STOP MURDERING PEOPLE!
Thank you for listening!
Anahita, have you watched Cool Runnings recently? It’s really held
up.

